Hello, we are DiversEarth.

We lend a helping hand to people who, through their lifestyles, cultures and beliefs, protect nature and its resources.
We work with custodians of lands and waters to enhance the protection, management, and restoration of Sacred Natural Sites.

We support and celebrate innovative cultural practices that benefit nature and biodiversity around the world.

And we engage with faith-based leaders, communities and networks to find culturally appropriate ways of protecting the natural world.
Open, Honest, Compassionate, Happy and Fearless

These are our values and we stick to them, in the way that we work, in the approach that we take and in the way our organisation is structured.

We believe that when good intentions and energy come together, people can achieve great things.
In Action (some examples)

DiversEarth is the coordinator of the internationally renowned On The Move photography exhibition. On the Move celebrates the mobile pastoralists of the Mediterranean and their incredible ecological knowledge.

Working to protect sacred places around the world. DiversEarth engages with different religious groups and interfaith networks.

As a founding member of the Mediterranean Consortium for Nature and Culture, we help support threatened cultural practices in the Mediterranean Basin.
The DiversEarth team

Liza Zogib
Programme Development; Sacred Sites; Protected Areas; Religions and Conservation

Sandra Spissinger-Bang
Project Management; Financial Management; Ethnobotany

Divya Venkatesh
Graphic Design; Illustration; Creative Solutions

Sana Mzoughi
North Africa Programme Management; Site Interpretation; Culture and Wetlands

Our active Board and International Advisors bring energy in abundance to all that we undertake.
CONNECTING

liza@diversearth.org
sandra@diversearth.org
sana@diversearth.org
divya@diversearth.org

www.diversearth.org

/DiversEarth
@Divers_Earth
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